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In this session
Preparing for a class and managing the classroom

• What do we mean by mixed ability?

• Identifying variables and setting goals

• Handling materials and activities

• Approaches to differentiation

• Groups and roles: 

a positive learning environment

• A whole-person approach
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What do we mean by mixed-ability?
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Every learner has an individual range of levels.

Every class is a mixed-level class.

Scrivener (1994/2005:69)



What do we mean by mixed ability?

Differences between learners

Here are four ways that learners in the same class can differ:

Is that all?

Can you think of any others?
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- language-learning ability

- language knowledge

- learning style

- attitude to the language



What do we mean by mixed ability?

Differences between learners

• language-learning ability

• language knowledge

• learning style

• attitude to the language

• cultural background

• mother tongue

• intelligence

• world knowledge

• learning experience

• knowledge of other languages
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• age or maturity

• gender

• personality

• confidence

• motivation

• interests

• independence

• self-discipline

• educational level

Ur (1996:304)



What do we mean by mixed ability?

“Every block of stone has a statue 

inside it and it is the task of the

sculptor to discover it.”

- Michelangelo
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Collecting data

Placement tests only tell one part of the story.

We also need to ask:

• Why are the students learning English?

• What specifically do they need to learn?

• What is their attitude towards learning the language?

• How do they feel about being a member of this group?

• What are their interests outside school?
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Collecting data

Questionnaires, surveys and worksheets
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Collecting data

Predict and observe
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Collecting data

Predict and observe
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Collecting data

Benefits of predict and observe

Trying not to pigeonhole Promoting peer collaboration
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Setting appropriate goals

Class goals and personal goals
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Class goals Personal goals

Language-

learning

goals

Attitude

goals



Setting appropriate goals

Class goals and personal goals - examples
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Class goals Personal goals

Language-

learning

goals

• Complete a group project 

assignment for every unit 

• Keep a notebook for new

words and review it after each

lesson

Attitude

goals

• Offer to help others

whenever we can

• Arrive on time for class



Setting appropriate goals

Goal points
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• Where do you think this is?

• How sure are you (1-5)?

1: We have no idea. Let’s say… 

2: Our guess is that it’s…

3: It looks a bit like… / It might be…

4: We’re pretty sure it’s…

5: That’s definitely… 
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Predict the answers:

1. There is a lot of ____ in

Montreal in the winter.

2. There are ____ between

important buildings in the city.

3. ____ people use the

underground every day.
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Differentiated learning

3 ways to differentiate

• Differentiating the input

• Differentiating the process

• Differentiating the output
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Differentiated learning

Differentiating the input
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Blue group:

Differentiated learning

Differentiating the input
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Pick the correct answer from two options

provided (a/b)



Green group:

Differentiated learning

Differentiating the input
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Match the questions and correct answers



Yellow group:

Differentiated learning

Differentiating the input
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Questions only: Find the answers yourself



Differentiated learning

Differentiating the process

Barmbrack

1. What is it?

2. Which country is it from?

3. When do people eat it?

4. What does it mean if you

find a bean inside your slice?
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Differentiated learning

Differentiating the process
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Differentiated learning

Differentiating the process
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Read the text and find the answers
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Differentiated learning

Differentiating the process
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Read the text and find the answers

Information gap task in pairs
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Differentiated learning

Differentiating the process
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Read the text and find the answers

Information gap task in pairs

Guess, research and compare in groups
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Differentiated learning

Differentiating the process

Barmbrack

1. What is it?

2. Which country is it from?

3. When do people eat it?

4. What does it mean if you

find a bean inside your slice?
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Differentiated learning

Differentiating the output

• Provide options

• Allow students to choose a task

• Use open-ended prompts
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Differentiating materials and activities

You have 30 seconds. 

 Write as many different fruits as you can!

What are the strengths of this activity?

• Everyone gets a chance to contribute

• Stronger students do not dominate

• Students need to listen to one other

• Students can learn from one other
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Differentiating the output

• Go to the fruits and vegetables section of a market or 

supermarket near your home. Choose one of the 

following tasks:

a.) Write down as many of the fruits and vegetables as you can 

in English. You can use your phone to take photographs of the 

display and finish the task at home.
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Differentiating the output

• Go to the fruits and vegetables section of a market or 

supermarket near your home. Choose one of the 

following tasks:

b.) Which fruit/vegetable is

- the most expensive - the heaviest

- the cheapest - the longest

- the most delicious - the ugliest

- the most beautiful - not from your country
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Differentiating the output

• Go to the fruits and vegetables section of a market or 

supermarket near your home. Choose one of the 

following tasks:

c.) Interview the person selling the fruits and vegetables – or

the people buying them. Use your phone to record the 

interview. Translate the questions and answers into English.
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Differentiated learning

FAQs

• Doesn’t it take loads of time to prepare differentiated

activities?

• Does it matter which part of the lesson we use differentiated

activities in?

• Won’t students feel that differentiation = discrimination?
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Grouping learners within lessons

What criteria should we use?

Some

possibilities:
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same level together
different levels

together

choice of topic at random



Grouping learners within lessons

What techniques can we use?

• Post-it notes

• Grab the end of the string

• Lining up
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Classroom management

and classroom roles

• Learner roles

• Teacher roles

• Creating a positive learning environment
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Learner roles

Day-to-day involvement in...

• …decision-making

• …supporting the teacher

• …providing expertise
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Teacher roles

• Facilitating involvement

• Creating options and openings for involvement

• Promoting learning in frontal teaching
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A wider context for learning

“It makes sense to think of the 

classroom as a miniature 

version of the world outside, in 

which success depends not 

only on gaining knowledge, but 

also on having social skills, 

values, and life skills.” 
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Social skills

• turn-taking

• team work

• fair play

• respecting others’ opinions

• willingness to compromise

 reward attitudes as well as outcomes
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Life skills

Thinking about: 

• success outside school

• life challenges

Focusing on non-cognitive skills:

• not giving up

• being brave

• seeking advice

• getting help
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Using group-work and pair-work

Mediation task

• Student A - Waiter: only speaks English

• Student B – Customer 1: only speaks L1

• Student C – Customer 2: translates between English and L1
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Focusing on non-linguistic skills
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Rewards and incenitves
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